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Abstract 
Let (X.U) be a quasi-uniform space and M, its Hausdorff quasi-uniformity defined on the 
collection PO(X) of all nonempty subsets of X. We show that (PO(X). U,) is compact if and only 
if (X.U) is compact and (X,,U-‘IX,,) is hereditarily precompact where X,,, = {y E X: y is 
minimal in the (specialization) quasi-order of (X,U)}. 
Furthermore (PO(X),&) is shown to be hereditarily precompact if and only if for any U E U 
and any Q: [w]’ + X, there are Ic: j, 1 E w such that k > ,j > 1 and ak3 E U(a3!). 
Relationships between the theory of hereditary precompactness of quasi-uniform spaces and the 
theory of well-quasi-orderings are discussed. The paper ends with some remarks on hereditary 
pre-LindelGfness. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
It has been shown in [l 1, Examples 1 and 21 that the Hausdorff quasi-uniformity 
24, defined on the collection PO(X) of nonempty subsets of a compact (respectively 
hereditarily precompact) quasi-uniform space (X, U) need not be compact (respectively 
hereditarily precompact). 
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In this note we wish to answer the natural question when the Hausdorff hyperspace 
construction preserves compactness (hereditary precompactness, respectively). Somewhat 
surprisingly, it turns out that the property of hereditary precompactness is part of our 
characterization of “hypercompactness”. 
During our investigations we point out and discuss several connections between the the- 
ory of hereditarily precompact quasi-uniformities and the theory of well-quasi-orderings. 
Some attempts have been made throughout the paper to give the reader a fairly com- 
plete picture of what is known about hereditary precompactness in quasi-uniform (hy- 
per)spaces. In the unilateral theory of quasi-uniform spaces the latter property often yields 
an interesting substitute for the classical (symmetric) concept of total boundedness. 
For basic facts about (quasi-)uniform (hyper)spaces we refer the reader to [ 1,3,14]. In 
particular, we recall that a quasi-uniform space (X,U) is called compact if its induced 
topology 7(U) is compact, and that its (specialization) quasi-order is equal to nU. 
A short discussion of related power domain constructions used in theoretical computer 
science can be found in [23, p. 121. 
2. Preliminary results 
We begin by recalling some definitions and collecting various basic results. 
Let (X,U) be a quasi-uniform space. For any U E U let U+ = {(A, B) E PO(X) x 
PO(X): B C U(A)} and U_ = {(A, B) E Pc,(X)XPO(X): A C U-‘(B)}. Furthermore 
set U, = (U-) n (U+) whenever U E Z.4. Then {U- : U E U} is a base for the lower 
quasi-uniformity on P,(X) and {U+: U E U} is a base for the upper quasi-uniformity on 
PO(X). Moreover 2.4, = U+ Vu_ is the so-called Hausdorfor Bourbaki quasi-uniformity 
of (X,U) (see [ll). 
Note that (I!,_)-’ = (Up’)+, (IA+))’ = (U-‘)_ and (U*)-’ = (M-I),. 
Example 1. Let 6 be a quasi-order on a set X. For the quasi-uniformity 24 = fil{<} 
on X consider U- = fil{<_}, U+ = fil{<+} and U* = fil{<,}. Then <_, <+ and <* 
are the following quasi-orders on PO(X): 
A <_ B iff for each a E A there is b E B such that a < b. 
A <+ B iff for each b E B there is a E A such that a < b. 
A <* B iff (A <_ B and A <+ B). 
A quasi-uniform space (X,U) is said to be precompact if for each U E U there is a 
finite subset F of X such that U(F) = X. 
A binary relation U on a set X is called hereditarily precompact provided that for any 
A C X there is a finite subset F of A such that A C U(F). 
A quasi-uniform space is called hereditarily precompact if each entourage is heredi- 
tarily precompact or, equivalently, each of its subspaces is precompact. 
The following result shows that in order to test hereditary precompactness of a quasi- 
uniform space we can restrict our attention to its (quasi-uniformly) open subspaces. 
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Proposition 1. Each quasi-uniform space (X,24) with the property that each (quasi- 
uniformly) open subspace is precompact is hereditarily precompact. 
Proof. Suppose that A C X is not precompact, but each open subspace of (X,zA) is 
precompact. Then there is a V E 24 such that { il \ V(B): B is a finite subset of A} 
generates a filter F on X. For any U c U set 
Xlu = {J: E X: U(x) n F # QI whenever F E I=}. 
Choose T/T/ E U such that Vc” C V and W(z) is open whenever z E X (by [3, p. 31). 
Since II/(A) is precompact, we see that W(A) 2 W(C) where C is a finite subset 
of H*(A). Since VI’(A) E F;F, there is c E _kfu~ n C. Then c E W(A). Thus there 
is u t A such that c E W(n); furthermore T/l;(c) C W2(a) C: V(a). Consequently 
W(C) n (A \ V(u)) = c1 w h ere A \ V(a) belongs to .?= and c E MuI-a contradiction. 
We conclude that (X,U) is hereditarily precompact. 0 
Recall that a quasi-metric space is called hereditarily precompact provided that its 
induced quasi-uniformity has the corresponding property. 
Example 2. The following example shows that a quasi-uniform space in which each 
closed subspace is precompact need not be hereditarily precompact: (see [9, Example 71). 
Let X = LJ + 1 be equipped with its usual order <. For any 2, y E X, let d(z, y) = 0 if 
.r = y. d(z,?J) = l/(n+ 1) f I - i r n, 71 E CA and z < y, and d(z, y) = 1 otherwise. Then 
(X, tf) is a quasi-metric space. Note that (X, d-‘) cannot be hereditarily precompact, 
since (X. d) is hereditarily precompact, but (X. d V d-‘) is not hereditarily precompact 
(see [9, Corollary 81). If A C X is closed in (X, d-‘) and infinite, then w E A. Thus 
A is (pre)compact in (X, d-l). We have shown that the quasi-uniform space (X. d-l) 
possesses the stated property. 
The following results are either contained in [ 1 l] or are obvious: 
Let (X, U) be a quasi-uniform space. 
Proposition 2 [ 11, Proposition 1 and Corollary 11. The following three conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) (?0(X),U,) is precompact. 
(b) (%(X),U_) is precompact. 
(c) (X, U) is precompact. 
Proposition 3. The following conditions (b) and (c) are equivalent and are im- 
plied by (a): 
(a) (%(X),U,) is compact. 
(b) (?a(X),zA_) is compact. 
(c) (X.U) is compact. 
Proof. The only (nontrivial) partial result not mentioned in [ 1 I, Proposition 2 and Corol- 
lary 31 is the implication (c) =+ (b): Let (Fd)dEn be a net in P,(X). Choose some point 
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.f~l E Fd whenever a! E D. Then, for an arbitrary cluster point z of (fd)dED in (X,U), 
{z} is a cluster point of (Fd)dE~ in (P0(X).U-). 0 
Remark 1. Note that (%(X),U+) is (pre)compact for an arbitrary quasi-uniform space 
(X. U), since the only neighborhood of X is PO(X). 
Proposition 4 [ 11, Lemma 4 and Corollary 41. The following three conditions (a), (b) 
and (c) are equivalent and imply (d): 
(a) (‘PO(X). 24*) is hereditarily precompact. 
(b) (P(,(X),U+) is hereditarily precompact. 
(c) (?~po(X)~ Up) is hereditarily precompact. 
(d) (X, U) is hereditarily precompact. 
The next concepts are discussed, e.g., in [ 12,13,17,20]. A quasi-order (qo) means any 
reflexive, transitive relation. A well-quasi-order (wqo) is a qo in which (a) every strictly 
descending sequence is finite, and (b) every set of pairwise incomparable elements is 
finite. An equivalent definition of wqo is a qo in which every nonempty set has at least 
one but no more than a finite number of (nonequivalent) minimal elements. Another 
equivalent definition is a qo in which every infinite sequence has an infinite ascending 
subsequence. 
Definition 1. Let n E w. We shall say that a (reflexive) binary relation U on a set 
X satisfies condition (cn) provided that for each a: [WI”+’ + X there are ik E w 
(k=O,...:n+ 1) such that io > i, > I. I > ‘in+, and ai, ._._. i, f U(ai ,,___, 2,+1). 
We say that a quasi-uniform space satisfies condition (c,,) provided that each entourage 
satisfies condition (cn). Furthermore a quasi-uniform space is said to satisfy condition 
(cti) provided that each entourage satisfies condition (c,) for any n E w. 
It is well known that for a quasi-order U = <, condition (co) is equivalent to wqo. 
The following analogous observation for (reflexive) relations connects the concepts of 
hereditary precompactness and well-quasi-ordering. 
Lemma 1. A binary relation U on a set X is hereditarily precompact if and only if it 
satisjes condition (cg). 
Proof. Suppose that l? does not satisfy condition (~4). Then there is a: w --t X such 
that for each k, j E w with Ic > j we have uk 6 U(a,). Therefore {aj: ,j E w} is not 
precompact with respect to U. 
For the converse suppose that U is not hereditarily precompact. Then there exists 
A C X that is not precompact with respect to U. By induction choose for each n E w, 
a, E A such that a,+~ $! lJy=, U(Q) w h enever n, E w. Then a : w + X witnesses that 
U does not satisfy condition (a). 0 
For hereditary precompactness the following facts are stated and proved in [9, 
Lemma 51 and [ 11, Lemma 41. 
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Lemma 2. Let (X,U) he a quasi-uniform space and let 11 E ti. Then (Po(X).U+) 
satisjies condition (cn) if and only if (?o(X): UP) satisfies condition (cn). 
Proof. Suppose that (Po(X),U_) satisfies condition (cn). but that (Po(X),U+) does 
not satisfy condition (cT1). Hence there are U E U and A : [&I”+’ + ‘PO(X) such that 
A Jo... .t,L SZ U(Ai I...., Lnt, ) whenever i,j > it > ... > i,, > i,,+t and ik E w (k = 
O,....n+l).ChooseV~~suchthatV’CUandfixik~w(k=O,...,rt+l)such 
thati”>%, >... > i, > &+I. It follows that V(Ai ,,,._.. %,,) 9 V’(A. ,,...., i,L+,). Therefore 
X\V’(Ai ,...., i,,+,) $Z X\V(A,,... ,T,,). S’ mce VP’(X\V2(A,, ,..., IT, )) C X\V(.4i,, ,.... i,, ). 
we have that X \ V2(.4i, ,..., l,,,,) g V-‘(X \ V*(Ai, ,...., I,,)). Set Bk I,..., k,,+, = x \ 
v2(&. ,,..._ k,,+,) whenever /G, E u: (i = I.. 1 II + 1) and ki > ... > k,,+l. Therefore 
B ,,I.. .,/TL $ V- (Bi I...., in,,) w h enever jk E u/ (k = 0.. . , rt + I) and io > . > i,,+,- 
a contradiction. Thus (‘Po(X),U+) satisfies condition (c,,) provided that (‘&(X).U_) 
satisfies condition (cn). The converse is shown analogously. 0 
Remark 2. For each n E w. condition (c,) is preserved by finite intersections of relations 
on X: Suppose that the relations U0 and UI satisfy it, but that there is some a : [,I+’ ---) 
X such that for all io > it > .. > i,, > $,+I where ik E u/ (k = 0.. . . ,n+ 1) we have 
G,,.. .I,, 4 (UO n Ul)(a; ,..,., %?,+,). Define d: [w]“+~ + (0. l} by cl({i~, . &+I}) = 1 
if % .t,, $ UI (a, ,,..., i,,+,) and d({io. . . . &+I)) = 0 if G _,,,..., ;,, t VI (a, ,..... 2,,+, 1. BY 
Ramsey’s Theorem [5, Lemma 29.11 there exists an infinite H C: ti such that d] [HI’“+? is 
equal to some constant c. If c = i, then Vi does not have property (~~)--a contradiction. 
Therefore Ua n U, satisfies condition (c,). 
Corollary 1. Let (X, U) be a quasi-uniform space. Then (‘&(X). U,) satisjies condition 
(c,) if and only i~f (Po(X),U+) satisfies condition (c,). 
Proof. The assertion is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2 and Remark 2. 
Conditions of type (c,,) have been considered before (see, e.g., [ 13,181). They appear in 
Nash-Williams’s theory of better-quasi-ordering. Let us recall some pertinent definitions 
(see [ 131). 
If A is any set carrying a binary relation R (not necessarily transitive) and if f : A ---) X 
is a function into a qo set X, then ,f is called good if there exist two elements a,i and 02 
in A such that UIRUZ and f(ut) 6 .f(az). Let A* consist of all finite, strictly ascending 
sequences of positive integers with at least one term. Define a binary relation a on A* 
as follows: n a b if and only if there is a (strictly ascending) sequence %I. . i,,, and an 
m < n such that a is a,: , i,,, and b is /2; . i,,. 
A subset A of A* is called a block if every ordinary infinite, strictly ascending sequence 
of positive integers has an initial segment in A. A quasi-ordered set X is called better- 
quasi-ordered if, for every block A of A* all functions ,f : A -+ X are good. 
Obviously each quasi-uniformity having a subbase consisting of better-quasi-orders 
satisfies (cd): 
Indeed, assume that U = < is a better-quasi-order on a set X that does not satisfy 
condition (c7,) for some n E ti. Then there are (1: [LJ] n+’ -+ X such that nz,,,....l,, $ 
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U(ai,,...,in+,) for any i0 > in > ... > i,+t WhereikEU(k=O,...,n+l).LetA= 
[w]~+‘. Suppose that ia > . > i, where ik E w (h = 0,. , n). Set f((in, . . , io)) = 
ai”,...,&’ 
Then A is a block, but whenever io > it > . . . > in+, and ik E w (Ic = 0,. . . ! n + l), 
then (i,+l,. . , il) a (in,. . , io) and ai ,,..., iv,+, $ ai “,..., in--a contradiction. 0 
Problem. For quasi-uniform spaces, are the conditions (c,) (n E w) all distinct? 
Is there an ordinal o so that better-quasi-ordering is characterized by condition (c~)? 
(Here we suppose that the definition of the conditions (cm) has been extended appropri- 
ately to ordinals higher than w.) 
3. Main results 
We begin by characterizing hypercompact quasi-uniform spaces. To this end let us first 
recall the following definition. A left K-Cuuchy net (see, e.g., [8,22]) in a quasi-uniform 
space (X,U) is a net (xx)xEn in X having the property that for any entourage U E U 
there is an index X0 E A such that for all indices p and v in A with X0 < p < v the 
relation (ICY, 5,) E U holds. (In the following, D will denote the closure of a set D in 
(X, V.1 
Proposition 5. The quasi-uniform space (PO(X) , U,) is compact if and only if (X, U) 
is compact and (X,,U-’ jXm) is hereditarily precompact where X, = (y E X: y is 
a minimal element in the (specialization) quasi-order of the space (X, U)}. 
Proof. Suppose that (Pe(X),U*) . IS compact. Then by [11, Corollary 31 (X,2.4) is com- 
pact. Assume that there is A C X, that is not precompact with respect to U-’ IA. Then 
there are UO E ZA and a sequence (un)nEw of points in A such that a, $ U;‘(Q) 
whenever n, Ic E w and n > Ic. Set A, = {ak: k < n + 1) whenever n E w. Since 
(PO(X),&) is compact, there exists a cluster point C E P,(X) of the sequence (An)nEw 
in (Pa(X), &). Suppose that for some no E w we have a,, $ ??;. Then c C X \ {a,,}, 
because {a,,} is a minimal nonempty closed subset of (X,U). There is U E 24 such that 
U(c) C: X \ {a,,,} [3, proposition 1.431, since c is compact as a closed subspace of the 
compact space X. Furthermore since C is a cluster point of (An)nEw, there exists n E w 
such that n 3 no and A, C U(C)-a contradiction, because uno E A,. Thus we see 
that {a,: n E w} C c. Choose Vo E U such that V$ c Uo. Since C is a cluster point of 
(A&w, there is nt f w such that C C V,-‘(A,,). Then ?? C VO-*(A,,) C U;‘(A,,). 
Therefore an,+, E 77 C U;‘(4,,)- a contradiction to the choice of (u~)~~~. Hence 
(X,, U-l IXm) is hereditarily precompact. 
In order to prove the converse, suppose that (X, U) is compact and that (Xm, U-’ IX,) 
is hereditarily precompact. Then (Po(X),U,) ’ p is recompact [ 11, Proposition 11. Hence 
to show that (P,(X),&) IS compact it suffices to prove that in (P,(X),U,) each left 
K-Cauchy net converges (by [8, Proposition 131). Let (Brr)aE~ be a left K-Cauchy net 
in (Po(X),U*). In particular for each U E U there is czu E A such that ~1, ~122 E A and 
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~UJ < ~1 < CYZ imply that I?,, C Up’(B,,). Consider the filter _F = fil{lJ,2D B,: 3 E 
A} on X. Since (X,U) is compact, C E P,(X), where C is the set of cluster points 
of _F in (X. U). Let H = C fl X,,,. Note that H E ‘P”(X). since C is closed in (X, 24) 
and compact; therefore it contains minimal closed sets by Zorn’s Lemma. We wish to 
show that (&)&A converges to H in (P”(X).&). Let U E U. Choose V E U such 
that V” C U and V(x) is open in (X,U) whenever .r E X (see [3, p. 31). By hereditary 
precompactness of (H! Up ’ 1 H). there are finitely many points co. . . : cn E H such that 
H C &V-‘(cl). S’ mce each ci is a cluster point of 3. for each i = 0,. . n there 
is (1, 3 c-117 such that V(c,,) n BcEz # 0. Let y E il be such that 7, > ~0, a:~. . . cl,,. 
Then given h E H, we find i E (0.. . ~ n} such that h E V-‘(c,). Thus V(c2) 2 
V?(h) and 0 # V*(h) n I?,< 2 V2(h) n V-‘(B,). Therefore, for any ,0 E A such 
that :‘I 3 y. we deduce that H C V-“(B,) C V-3(V-‘(13.;i)) C U-‘(BI~). On the 
other hand, there is /3\, E A such that U,,aav B,, C V(C); otherwise there exists 
filMJ,&? B,) \ V(C): P E .4} and, thus by compactness of (X, 24). this filter and then 
F has a cluster point in X \ V(C)- a contradiction. Note next that C C V(H), because 
otherwise (C \ V(H)) n X,,, # 0 and thus N \ V(H) # 0-a contradiction. Therefore 
u B, ‘& V(C) C V2(H) C U(H). 
n>PI- 
We conclude that the net (B o nE.~ converges to H in (F’o(X),&). We have shown that ) 
(7%(X).24*) is compact. 0 
Corollary 2. Let (X,U) be u quasi-uniform TI -space. Then (Po(X).U,) is compact if 
and only if (X. U) is compact and Up’ is hereditarily precompact. 
Corollary 3. Let W be the well-monotone quasi-ungotmity (for a dejinition see [7]) of 
a topological space. Then (‘&o(X). W,) zs compact if and only if (X, W) is compact. 
Proof. The quasi-uniformity W-’ is known to be hereditarily precompact. (In fact, since 
well-orders are better-quasi-ordered, we see that W-’ satisfies condition (cd).) q 
Corollary 4. Let (X,U) be a quasi-uniform space. Then (X,,.UIX,) is compact and 
stable (for a definition of the latter concept see [6]) provided that (PO(X), U*) is compact. 
Proof. Note that any open collection of a compact quasi-uniform space (X-24) that cov- 
ers _Y, also covers X. Thus compactness of (X. 1A) implies that (X,, , 24 IX,) is compact. 
The result follows from Proposition 5, since a compact quasi-uniform space (X:2,/) is 
known to be stable if and only if IA-’ is hereditarily precompact [6, Corollary 2.81. 0 
Corollary 5. Let (X,U) b e a quasi-un$orm space that is stable. Then (P,(X), IA,) is 
compacr if and only if (X, U) is compact. 
Example 3. Let X = LJ and 24 = fil{ <} where < denotes the usual order on LU. Then 
X,,, = (0). Clearly (X,U) 1s compact and (X,, U-’ IX,,) is hereditarily precompact. 
Thus (PO(X):&) IS compact. but (X,2,-‘) is not hereditarily precompact. 
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Example 4. Suppose that (X,U) is hereditarily prec_mpact, but (Pa(X),Z4*) is not 
hereditarily precompact_(see [ll, Example 21). Set X = X U~co} where 30 4 X. 
For each U ,E U set J(z) = U(z) U {CG} if 2 E X7 and?(z) = {x} if J: = 
co. Clearly U = fil{U: U E Uk is a quasi-uniformity on X. Furthermore (X,2) 
is hereditarily precompact and r(U-‘) is compact, but (po(X),Z?*) contains the non- 
hereditarily precompact subspace (Ipo(X),&). By Proposition 5 ~((c*)-‘) is compact. 
Next we present our characterization of hyper-hereditary-precompactness. 
Proposition 6. Let (X,U) be a quasi-unijiivn space and n E w. Then (P~(X),US) 
satisfies condition (en) if and only if (X.U) satisjes condition (c,+l). In particulul; 
(‘po(X),U*) is hereditarily precompact if and only if (X, IA) satisfies condition (cl). 
Proof. Suppose that (P,J(X),U,) satisfies condition (c,,). Then (%(X),24+) satisfies 
condition (c,), since U+ & U*. Let U E U. Assume that there is a : [w]“+~ + X such 
that for any it, E w (k = 0,. . . , n + 2) with ia > ii > I. . > &+2 we have ui “,,,., *,+[ # 
U(ai ,,,._. in+*). For any ic > ii > .. > i, where ‘ik E w (k = 0,. . . !n) define a set 
A Z,j,...,i, = {u,~,+~,...,~,,+~,~: s < i, + 1) E 7%(X). Then for any ic > ... > iTL+i 
with ik E w (k = 0, , n + 1) we have Ai,, ,..., i,, !Z U(Ai ,._,,, i,+,)-a contradiction. 
Consequently (X, U) satisfies condition (en+ I ). 
For the converse suppose that (‘&(X),U,) d oes not satisfy condition (c~). By 
Lemma 2 and Remark 2 (P,(X),U+) d oes not satisfy condition (en). Then there 
are U E U and A: [WI”+’ + PO(X) such that Ai, ,,..., i,, g UC&, ,.,,, %,+,) whenever 
io > ..’ > i,,l and ik E w (k = 0,. ,n + 1). For any io > i, > .. > i,, > i,i+l 
with ik E w (Ic = 0;. . . ,r~ + 1) choose a,, ,,..., i,,+, E kc1 ,..., z, such that ai,,; ..,, i,,,, $ 
U(A, ,,..,, i,,,). Then for all io > it > ... > in+, > ir1+2 with ik E w (k = 0,. . ,n+f) 
we see that ai,,.i ,,..., z,+, $! U(ui, ,.__,~7,+,,Z,L+Z). Thus (X,U) does not satisfy condition 
(%+I). 0 
Note that the preceding result can be applied when we wish to iterate the hyperspace 
construction. 
Corollary 6. A quasi-uniform space (X,24) satis$es condition (c,) if and only if 
(PO(X)! U+) satisfies condition (c,) 
In the proof of the following result we shall make use of a well-known theorem due 
to Higman (see [4]). Let X be a qo set. If a = ai?. . , a, and b = bl, . . . , b, are finite 
sequences from X we write a < b if there exists a subsequence b,, , bi,, . . , biTL (1 6 
i, < i2 < ... < i, < nz) such that aj 6 bi, for j = 1, . , n. The following modern 
formulation of H&man’s Theorem is proved, e.g., in [24]: If X is wqo, then the set of 
finite sequences of X is wqo. 
We shall denote by F”(X) the set of nonempty finite subsets of the carrier set X of a 
quasi-uniform space (X, U). The restriction of U- (respectively U+, U*) to F,(X) will 
be denoted by U_ (respectively 24,) U,). 
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Corollary 7. The following conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent and imply the equivalent 
conditions (c) and (d). 
(a) (PO(X), 1A,) is herediturily precompact. 
(b) (To(X). Z4+) is hereditarily precompact. 
(c) (F,(X). U-) is herediturify precompact. 
(d) (X, U) is herediturily precompact. 
Proof. (a) + (b) The assertion is obvious. 
(b) + (a): If (7+(X). U,) is not hereditarily precompact, by Proposition 6 there are 
I/ E U and a: [J]* + X such that we have nkJ f$ U(n,,) whenever k, j, 1 E w and 
k > j > I. Set Ak: = {a~: k > j, j E W} whenever k E d. Then Al, E .Fo(X) 
whenever k E w \ (0) and {Ak: k E w’\ {0}} is not precompact in (.7=0(X).24+). 
(a) 3 (c) and (c) 3 (d) are obvious. 
(d) + (c): By Lemma 1 each entourage Ii of U satisfies condition (CO). Since in 
the proof of Higman’s Theorem transitivity of U is not used, we can apply Higman’s 
Theorem to the relation U on X and conclude that the relation K on Fa(X) satisfies 
condition (cz), too. Hence (.To(X).U_) is hereditarily precompact. 0 
4. Hereditary LindelSfness 
For the case K = 1 and a uniform space (X.U) a result equivalent to the following 
proposition has been proved by Robertson in [21]. 
Recall that a quasi-uniform space (X,U) is called pre-Lindelof (see, e.g., [IO]) pro- 
vided that for any U E 24 there is a countable subset A of X such that U(A) = X. 
Proposition 7. Let (X, U) be a quasi-uniform space. If there exists a family {P(o): (I t 
d”} of herediturily precompact subsets of X such thut 
(1) lJckEdJ” P(a) = X. and 
(2) ji,r each (1. :-I E i*‘” .such thut CL 6 :‘3 (i.e., o(r)) < /?(?I.) whenever n E d) we have 
that P(,) c P(!j). 
then an arbitrary power X” of X is hereditarily pre-Lindeh$ 
Remark 3. In this context let us mention that in [2] Daniels calls a property P z~- 
directed if a topological space X has property P whenever X = UfEdti Xf where Xf 
is a closed subspace of X having property P. and j < y implies Xf C X,. 
In her paper she investigates various topological properties to determine whether they 
are & -directed or not. 
Proof of Proposition 7. Suppose that X satisfies the condition of the proposition. We 
first note that then, for any k E LL?. X” satisfies the hypothesis of the proposition, 
too: For any rr E ww set Q(o) = Pi. Since (w”. < ) is directed, it is clear that 
(Q(0): o E w”} 1s a cover of X” satisfying condition (2). Furthermore each Q(Q) is 
hereditarily precompact according to [9. Theorem 51. Thus our statement is verified. 
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Since by [ 10, Theorem 61 the nonempty product of a family of hereditarily pre-Lindelof 
quasi-uniform spaces is hereditarily pre-Lindeliif if each finite subproduct is hereditarily 
pre-Lindelbf, it follows that in order to establish the truth of Proposition 7 it suffices to 
verify the assertion formulated in the proposition for the case K = 1. 
Assume that X is not hereditarily pre-Lindelof, but satisfies the condition stated in the 
proposition. Then there are H E U and an uncountable set A C X such that A g H(C) 
whenever C C A is countable. Set for each n E w and h E wn: 
Ahin = (_j {J’(P): P E wd, pjn = h/n} n A 
In particular Ahlo = A. 
By induction on n E w we construct for each n E w, elements g(n) E w, 2, E X 
and pn E ww such that zn E Agl(n+l~ n%%), hl(n.+ 1) = gl(n+ 1) and Agl(n+l) !Z 
H(C) U H({xk: k < n + 1)) for any countable subset C C Agl(n+l). Suppose that 
for some fixed n E w, we have chosen the elements g(k), Xk and ok whenever Ic E n 
according to this condition. Let us define g(n), zn and /&. 
Clearly, using an obvious identification, for any n E w the equality Agin, = 
U TnEw 4!h4 holds. Thus by our assumption we may suppose that there is ma E w 
such that A(gln,nlo) g H(C) U H({zi,: k E n}) whenever C C A(,~n,mo~ is countable: 
Otherwise Agln C H(D) U (H{ Xk: k E n}) where D is a countable subset of Agin, 
which contradicts our hypothesis. (Note that in particular this is true for n = 0.) Set 
g(n) = mo, choose x, E Acgin,mo) \ H({tzk: k E n}) and find /Jn E ww such that 
&I(n + I) = gj(n + 1) and x, E P(pn). Observe that we can continue, since our 
induction hypothesis is satisfied for n. This concludes the induction. 
Define y E ww such that y(k) = max{/J,(k): p E Ic + I} whenever k: E w. Then 
{x:,: k E w} 5 P( y : since j$ 6 y whenever k E w: Indeed for any n E w we have ) 
ok(n) < r(n) whenever h- < n by definition of y; furthermore @k(n) = g(n) = /&((n) 
whenever k > n by the definition of the elements ps (s E w). 
But P(y) is hereditarily precompact-in contradiction to the definition of the points 
xk. We conclude that X is hereditarily pre-Lindelbf. Cl 
Remark 4. Let us note the following variant of Proposition 7. Under b > w1 a quasi- 
uniform space (X, 1A) is hereditarily pre-Lindelof if there exists a family {P(o): o E ww} 
of hereditarily pre-Lindelof subspaces of X such that 
(1) Ucr&” P(a) = X, and 
(2) for each a, /!I E ww such that cy < p (i.e., o(n) 6 ,0(n) whenever n E w) we have 
P(o) G P(P). 
Proof. The statement follows as in [2]. For the convenience of the reader we sketch 
the argument, using the (standard) notation of [2]. Suppose the contrary. Then there are 
H E l-4 and (z Q ) a<w, & X such that z, $ N(xp) whenever o > ,3 and a’, p E wt. For 
each a! E WI there is fa E ww such that xa E P(fa). Since b > WI there is f E ww 
such that f >* fa. Then for each (Y < ~1, ja < goi for some ga E ww where ga =* f. 
Thus there are LYO E WI and an uncountable subset A of WI such that fQ 6 gao whenever 
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. Q E A. Hence {x0 ~1: E A} C P(g,,,)-a contradiction, since P(g,o) is hereditarily 
pre-Lindelof. q 
Note added in proof. We would like to thank Kruskal and Marcone for sending us 
several pertinent reprints about well-quasi-ordering. Marcone also informed us that our 
condition (c,) corresponds to the notions of u”+’ -wqo (in the case of qos) anf of JLt’- 
well relation (in the case of arbitrary binary relations) studied in [ 151. (The notion of CV- 
wqo was also studied by Pouzet in [ 191.) According to Marcone’s observation our problem 
in Section 2 has the following solution: The answer to the first question is positive: 
Examples of qos which are tin-wqo but not IL”~+’ -wqo were provided in [ 191 (although 
Pouzet’s examples are not correct for ordinals above UJ”‘) and are constructed (for all 
J’s) in 115, Se ction 31. The answer to the second question is negative, assuming that 
our definition of condition (c,,) is extended to countable m’s, This follows immediately 
from the above-mentioned results in [15, Section 31. Alternatively one can obtain the 
same answer from [ 15, Theorem 5.31 (see also [ 161). The answer to the second question 
is positive if condition (CR, ) is defined analogously to the definition of cc,). 
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